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Leadership is the quality of 
being able to unite and influence 
others for a common goal. From 
a Christian perspective, a leader 
should possess important qualities 
like understanding, responsibility, 
fortitude and humility. This influence 
should always be used for good and 
never evil, but the outcome depends 
on the motivations and strength of 
character of the leader in question.

Leadership is: 
• When we lead by example 
• When we are the first to encourage and the last  

to get discouraged
• When we are the first to serve others

Leadership means uniting people together for a common 
goal. As Christians, a leader should possess important 
qualities like understanding, responsibility, courage and 
humility.  Leaders can either be good or bad, so think 
carefully about whether the example you set is positive. We 
should always follow the good examples of Jesus and his 
Apostles, because they were strong leaders.

For example: A teacher asks Jamal to organise a 
lunchtime cricket match. During the game, a player 
hits the ball and accidentally smashes a window. Even 
though it wasn’t Jamal’s fault, he immediately shows 
leadership, tells the teacher and apologises because he 
was in charge.

Why do we need leadership?
Good leaders are worth valuing because they establish order and stability that allows others 
to flourish. Some leaders avoid difficult issues for fear of offending or even losing popularity. 
St. Peter and the Apostles, although they had faults, were true leaders. They were resolute and 
always spoke the truth and faced up to persecution and challenges.

 Suggested Activities 

Ask your students to think about:
 1  What or who are you responsible for right now?

2  Do you consider yourself a leader? Why or why not? Who is a current or past leader you admire? Why?

 3  Swimmy
Read or watch Swimmy by Leo Lionni https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDrR78REU8Y
Discuss the following:
a) How would you describe leadership in your own words?
b) What are some of the things that Swimmy does that show he is a leader?
c) Name a leadership quality that you most admire in others?

Reflecting on

LEADERSHIP
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  4      The Leaf
Watch this video clip from A Bug’s Life The Leaf: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MO1aY1xC80 
Discuss the following:
a) Who is the leader in the clip? 
b) What do Mr Soil’s actions achieve for those around him?
c) Do you think Mr Soil has learnt to be a leader from a previous experience?
d) Which leadership quality would you like to learn for the future?

  6  Life-changing Leadership
Watch the inspirational video Be a Mr Jensen https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4p5286T_kn0 
a) Why do you think Mr Jensen’s words changed Clint’s life?
b)  Can you think of some encouraging things to say to another person that would inspire them to be their 

best self?
c) What do you think is the most important role that a leader has?

  7  Minefield
Create a classroom “minefield” with rope or string, a blindfold and small “mines”. You can use crumpled paper, 
balls, blocks, rocks, drink bottles or any other easily accessible items to create an obstacle course. You will 
need to reset the “mines” (obstacles) for each pair of students or move the start and endpoint so each pair 
have a different experience. Designate a start point and endpoint that the students need to reach by working 
together.
• Choose a pair of students to play in front of the rest of the class.
• One student will need to wear a blindfold and the other student will be responsible for giving instructions 

to guide the blindfolded person to the end of the course.
• The guide will stand outside the minefield and direct their partner from one side of the course to the other, 

helping them to avoid the mines in their path.
• The blindfolded student will listen to their guide and follow the instructions they give. If the blindfolded 

student touches a mine, they must return to the start and begin again. An alternative to this is for the pair of 
students who have made contact with a mine to leave the minefield allowing a new pair the opportunity to 
try and cross the minefield. Class team points may be an option to award to students who successfully cross 
the minefield. 

• At the end of the game/games, ask students which leadership skills they considered to 
be the most important for a task like this.

Reflecting on

LEADERSHIP

  5    Follow the Leader
Watch the video Authentic Leadership   
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=JG69mNpafbo
Discuss the following:
a)    Do you think that anyone can be 

a leader? Or is leadership only for 
certain types of people?

b)    Which leadership qualities does this 
video highlight as being important?

c)    Do you think it is difficult to find 
leadership role models? What are 
some good places to find them?

d)    Who do you look up to as a leader in 
your life?
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